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Introduction

T

he pandemic ushered in an era of election administration
transformation unlike any in our nation’s history. Election
administrators pivoted overnight to protect public health by rapidly
expanding absentee voting and implementing new cleaning and social
distancing protocols. Historically, such sweeping changes would have taken
months, or even years, of planning and deliberation to achieve. The success and
security of the 2020 election is a testament to the tireless and often thankless
devotion of America’s election officials who worked around-the-clock to protect
our democratic institutions.
Despite the divisive, partisan rhetoric that beleaguered the 2020 elections
season, the Bipartisan Policy Center firmly believes that productive and
sustainable election policy must incorporate the expertise of election officials
and the key demands of both parties. Today, conversations happening in
state legislatures around the country are being continuously undermined by
a false dichotomy in which a complete expansion of all voting options is cast
as the sole alternative to draconian voting rights restrictions. This report of
the Bipartisan Policy Center Task Force on Elections overcomes the partisan
polarization that defines today’s political climate. These recommendations
provide a realistic, bipartisan path forward for states still grappling with the
implications of 2020 for election reform.
The 2020 election was the most secure in our nation’s history, and still it
demonstrated that there remains ample room to improve the voting experience.
The election cycle was distinguished by record-breaking voter turnout, an
unprecedented expansion of vote-by-mail, an uncertain pandemic landscape,
an infusion of private funding, and extensive litigation. This period is rich with
lessons about what makes or breaks elections policy.
The full implications of the changes implemented in 2020 and the lessons
for electoral reform are not yet all clear. Yet rather than look to this period of
rapid innovation for lessons learned, state policymakers are, in some cases,
responding with reactionary policy changes rather than deliberate, enduring
change. The expansion of convenient voting options, such as absentee or mail
voting, was a key factor in spurring record-breaking voter turnout. Despite no
evidence of widespread fraud, however, divisive rhetoric has caused many state
legislators to introduce or pass legislation that rolls back these expansions and
restricts voters’ access to the ballot. At the same time, some states are codifying
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the expansionary reforms of the last election cycle even though many of them
were meant as stopgap measures. While more voting options are typically
a good thing, this all-in approach will place significant burdens on local
jurisdictions, effectively requiring already under-resourced jurisdictions to run
three separate elections simultaneously: one with absentee voting, one early inperson, and one on Election Day. If implemented without careful consideration
of downstream policy and resource impacts, these reforms risk overwhelming
election offices, increasing the risk of errors that harm election legitimacy.
This report of the Bipartisan Policy Center’s Task Force on Elections provides an
alternate path forward: one that seeks not to bloat, but enhance, local election
administration; one that strives not to restrict, but meaningfully improve, voters’
access to a secure ballot with tried-and-true reforms.
The task force comprises a geographically and politically diverse group of state
and local election officials. Pluralism is built into the very foundation of the
task force, and we actively encourage deliberation and debate to best identify the
policies that actually work.
The BPC Task Force on Elections brings all sides together to prioritize policy
over politics. The following recommendations are set apart by their nuance and
internal consistency. The task force does not propose a single, one-size-fits-all
voting regime, but a carefully considered set of best practices that appreciates
the dynamism and diversity of United States elections jurisdictions.
Furthermore, this package of recommendations is truly a package: Each
recommendation anticipates the other. Election administration is not a
series of one-off actions or insulated events. It reflects a web of interrelated
functions in which changes to one procedure have a multitude of downstream
impacts on other policies and practices. This collection of recommendations
provides a nuanced approach that improves the entire elections ecosystem with
practicable reforms.
The members of the BPC Task Force on Elections endorse the full series of
recommendations contained in this report. While some task force members may
have hesitations about specific recommendations, the package was designed
to be internally consistent; a task force member’s endorsement of this report
pertains to the whole set of recommendations, not any specific one in isolation.
Our hope is that these evidence-based, bipartisan reforms can begin to
overcome the divisive rhetoric that has become emblematic of election
policy. BPC encourages policymakers to use this report at the local, state, and
federal levels to resist the tendency toward partisan messaging and embrace
pragmatic reform. Both the BPC Task Force on Elections and its package of
recommendations herein should serve as a beacon of hope that workable
bipartisan election reforms do exist.
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Task Force Members
The Bipartisan Policy Center strongly believes that better policy comes
from reasoned deliberation and compromise. When it comes to election
administration, policymakers need to hear from those who administer elections.
In 2018, BPC sought to bridge the gap in state and federal policy by forming
a Task Force on Elections that puts the voices of election officials first.
Comprising then 21 state and local election officials from diverse states and
political ideologies, in January 2020, the task force released Logical Election
Policy, its first report with legislative recommendations on all key aspects of the
voting process. Though published before the pandemic, the recommendations
provided pragmatic, bipartisan solutions to some of the most pressing election
administration concerns of the last year.
While the task force was initially set to be disbanded after Logical Election Policy
was released, the unique challenges of the 2020 election, and the clear need for
bipartisan consensus, encouraged us to reconvene the group with renewed vigor.
Over the last year, we have expanded our task force to include 28 state and local
election officials from 20 states devoted to making meaningful improvements
to U.S. elections. This report builds on the recommendations made in Logical
Election Policy, incorporating lessons learned in 2020 to further strengthen our
elections ecosystem.
Natalie Adona

Assistant Clerk-Recorder, Nevada
County, California

Marci Andino

Executive Director, Election Commission,
South Carolina

Lori Augino

Director of Elections, Washington

Jacqueline Beaudry

City Clerk, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Jacqueline Britt

Director of Elections/General Registrar,
Nelson County, Virginia

Judd Choate

Elections Director, Colorado

Brian Corley

Supervisor of Elections, Pasco County, Florida

Jared Dearing

Executive Director for the State Board of
Elections, Kentucky

Sambo “Bo” Dul

Election Services Director, Arizona

Joseph Gloria

Registrar of Voters, Clark County Election
Department, Nevada
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Mandi Grandjean

Director of Elections, Ohio

Sarah Ball Johnson

City Clerk, Colorado Springs, Colorado

Joseph Kirk

Elections Supervisor, Bartow County, Georgia

Brianna Lennon

County Clerk, Boone County, Missouri

Chris Piper

Commissioner, Department of
Elections, Virginia

Sherry Poland

Director of Elections, Hamilton County, Ohio

Joe Rozell

Director of Elections, Oakland
County, Michigan

Al Schmidt

City Commissioner, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Tammy Smith

Assistant Administrator of Elections, Wilson
County, Tennessee

Shantiel Soeder

Deputy Director of the Board of Elections,
Cuyahoga County, Ohio

David Stafford

Supervisor of Elections, Escambia
County, Florida

Michelle Tassinari

Director and Legal Counsel, Elections Division,
Office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth,
Massachusetts

Eneida Tavares

Election Commissioner, City of Boston,
Massachusetts

Rey Valenzuela Jr.

Elections Director, Maricopa County Elections
Department, Arizona

Grace Wachlarowicz

Former Assistant City Clerk, Director
of Elections and Voter Services, City of
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Michael Winn

Former Director of Elections, Travis
County, Texas

Meagan Wolfe

Administrator, Elections Commission,
Wisconsin

Claire Woodall-Vogg

Executive Director, City of Milwaukee Elections
Commission, Wisconsin

Policy Recommendations
This task force is cautious not to overinterpret the policy changes enacted
during a global pandemic. It is too soon to know whether Americans who may
have voted by mail or early in-person will continue to use those modes of voting
or whether they will revert to Election Day voting that many used prepandemic.
Still, even if rates of mail and early voting (see Appendix A for definitions)
return to previously expected levels—ones based on the two-decade trend
toward more convenience options that began to take hold after the 2000
election—improvements to voting procedures can benefit voters as well as the
security of the overall ecosystem.
Recent trends toward last-minute election administration changes and
eleventh-hour litigation began even before the pandemic. Exacerbated by
COVID-19, policy changes that happened too close to Election Day resulted in
voter confusion and administrative mistakes. Consequently, the majority of the
recommendations made below focus on how and when new election procedures
should be passed and implemented. These changes are vitally important and,
while less attention grabbing than other higher-profile changes, would radically
improve the voting experience across the country.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 1
States should plan to enact legislative or administrative
changes to standing election procedures outside the 90-day
window before a general election.

Good election administration requires certainty. Some changes to the process
are necessary and inevitable, but policymakers have fallen into a dangerous
and unrelenting cycle of regaining interest in election administration only
in the lead-up to major elections. It is then that they make major changes
to the process. Most changes during a normal election season should not be
implemented during the highest-turnout cycles.
While the BPC Task Force on Elections believes that a one-year lead is the
optimal amount of time for the implementation of new policies and procedures
(or longer for major changes like adopting same-day registration or rolling
out all new voting equipment), we acknowledge that some circumstances
necessitate late changes. Any changes made less than 90 days before an
election risk administrative mistakes and voter confusion.
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Thus, legislative and administrative changes should be avoided for upcoming
elections once that state is within the 90-day window before Election Day
unless extreme, emergency circumstances apply. Regardless of when they are
made, states should communicate to the public changes to standing election
procedures via all available means.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 2
Challenges to standing election procedures within 90 days
of an election should be considered by courts only for
future elections.

In 2016, the United States Supreme Court reversed a Ninth Circuit ruling
that blocked the implementation of Arizona’s then-new voter identification
law. The case, Purcell v. Gonzalez, established what is known today as “the
Purcell Principle.” The Purcell Principle maintains that courts should not
change election rules and procedures in the period just before an election takes
place. Since 2006, the U.S. Supreme Court has used the Purcell Principle in
several court rulings, most notably in 2014, when the court blocked a Texas
voter-ID law, and in 2020, when the court blocked Wisconsin’s absentee ballot
deadline extension.
Despite this legal precedent, in 2020, courts made a slew of last-minute rulings
that changed standing election procedures (any procedures that were in effect
during previous election cycles). The BPC Task Force on Elections strongly
believes that courts must disincentivize a late-litigation strategy that creates a
flurry of litigation near Election Day about voting procedures sometimes long
in effect.
Prohibiting any and all court-mandated changes within 90 days of an election
could negatively impact voting rights when a voter’s access to the ballot is
in question and a court is called on to intervene. With this concern in mind,
there are still steps that states can take to discourage, but not ban, last-minute
court changes; namely, states should operationalize the Purcell Principle by
encouraging courts to consider an order’s timing in its decision. If a case could
have been raised before the 90-day period, an operationalized Purcell Principle
would count the timing against the case, but not dismiss it altogether. This
would discourage defendants from raising cases in the lead-up to an election
that could have been raised beforehand, while still allowing courts to weigh in
on cases, and even make rules changes, when necessary.
State legislative action will only be able to influence state-level courts and will
not influence constitutional questions.
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 3
Courts should consider challenges to the merits of
election administration changes in an election year on an
expedited basis.

While last-minute changes to election rules should be avoided when possible,
in extreme circumstances, courts must intervene to protect voters’ access to
the ballot or to secure the integrity of the vote, especially when state or federal
constitutional questions arise. Furthermore, if a state legislature has failed to
adopt the necessary rules or precautions to protect voting access (for example,
on how to safely conduct elections during COVID-19), litigation may be the only
means of enacting necessary changes to election administration.
Under such circumstances, state courts should consider challenges to election
administration rules on an expedited basis, thereby maximizing the amount
of time election officials have to implement and inform constituents of any
changes. The success of this recommendation is directly intertwined with the
implementation of Recommendation 2, that challenges to standing election
procedures within 90 days of an election should be considered by courts only
for future elections.
When considering a challenge to standing elections laws, courts have on
occasion prolonged consideration of the case so that a decision would not be
made until after Election Day, thereby insulating the jurisdiction from lastminute changes. Courts should continue to exercise this discretion when
considering cases on an expedited basis, favoring stability and reducing voter
confusion. Cases raised in the 90-day window should continue to be considered
on an expedited basis, but courts should be tactful about when to implement
changes to standing election laws; unless a change urgently needs to be
made to protect voter access or election security, it should only be applied to
future elections.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 4
No later than 60 days before an election, counties and states
should produce and publicly display detailed observation
procedures for the voting process, ballot reconciliation and
canvass, recounts, and audits.

Election observers are crucial to voter confidence and a transparent elections
process. However, in 2020, observation of the vote counting process became a
contentious flashpoint in an even more contentious election cycle.
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To curb the ability of candidates to claim ignorance or declare wrongdoing
during the observation process, states and local election jurisdictions should
produce and publicly display detailed observation procedures and guidelines
well in advance of Election Day. Where applicable, election officials should
also include the observation procedures in candidate manuals and other forms
of official guidance for candidates. These procedures must be written in clear
language and available on public websites.
Even in decentralized states where local officials create and administer their
own observation plans, states should produce best practices for observation
procedures that local jurisdictions can follow or expand upon.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 5
States should create emergency election procedures
that include contingencies for weather, terrorism, or
other disasters.

The COVID-19 pandemic cemented the importance of proactive and
comprehensive emergency preparedness plans. As the pandemic swept the
country in the height of primary season, states rushed to accommodate public
health guidelines with a slew of last-minute changes to elections procedures.
Such last-minute changes were certainly warranted, but in many states,
changes implemented unilaterally were only to be reversed by courts or other
authoritative bodies days later. While emergencies can’t be predicted, there are
steps that states can take to insulate their elections systems from catastrophe.
States can proactively mitigate the chance of back-and-forth policy changes
during an emergency with a detailed emergency response plan that clearly
documents who has decision-making authority during an emergency. These
state guidelines should be coupled with a rigorous regime of local emergency
plans, as noted in the following Recommendation 6.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 6
States should require local election offices to develop
emergency election procedures and submit them to the state
for review and coordination.

There are three central components of an effective emergency response plan.
First, local election offices should be required to create an emergency elections
plan far ahead of major elections. Second, they should be required to file that
plan with the relevant state authority—such as the Secretary of State’s office—
for review, assistance, and coordination. Third, and most often overlooked, local
election officials should be given legal authority to make the decisions laid out
in the emergency response plan.
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Local election administrators should not have to reinvent the wheel. To
ease the burden on localities, states should develop a base template from
which local election administrators can expand. Furthermore, if elections
are primarily administered at the county level, those county administrators
should be required to collaborate with their cities and townships, which have
localized expertise in emergency planning. The cities and townships should
be permitted to use the county’s emergency plan, with the option to expand
as needed.
Once counties, cities, and townships develop their plans, they should be
required to submit them to the state for review and approval. The extent
of the state’s involvement may vary, but the intention is to create a clear,
comprehensive, and coherent approach so that in an emergency, there is
cohesion within each county and state about how to proceed. It also means that
the emergency procedures can be vetted long before implementation.
Finally, given the high costs often involved in responding to an emergency,
states should commit to assisting local jurisdictions in offsetting any costs
involved in their preapproved emergency response plan.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 7
States should mandate voting systems that produce voterverifiable paper ballots. The voter-verifiable ballot should be
the ballot of record for any audit or recount.

Voter-verifiable paper ballots are the foundation of a secure election ecosystem.
The task force has endorsed both hand-marked and machine-marked paper
ballots as secure methods of casting a ballot. To meet modern security
standards and preserve voter confidence, ballot marking devices must produce
a voter-verifiable paper record to be the ballot of record in recounts and audits.
Contrary to paperless direct-recording electronic voting machines, in which
voters mark their choices electronically and the machine automatically
tabulates vote totals (without any paper record of the voter’s choice), machinemarked paper ballots enable voters to independently verify their choices before
submitting their ballot into the tabulator. Machine-marked ballots often
come equipped with a bar code for more efficient tabulation; pairing this bar
code with a voter-verifiable and human-readable paper record allows ballots
to be independently audited to provide confidence about the accuracy of the
vote count.
In some jurisdictions, voter-verified paper ballots may need to be supplemented
or complemented by electronic images during precertification audits.
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 8
States should standardize and simplify ballot return
deadlines. Local and state officials should conduct vigorous
voter communication efforts to educate voters about
return deadlines.

The success of absentee and mail ballot return deadlines relies heavily on
voter education. This outreach is most effective through the trusted sources
of information like local and state election officials. Task force members have
found that states that require ballots be in-hand at the close of polls have a
roughly equivalent late ballot rejection rate to states that accept postmarked
ballots for a set number of days after Election Day. This suggests that, with
sufficient voter education efforts, voters will return ballots by any deadline
policymakers determine is best for their state if it is clearly communicated
to voters.
Ballot return procedures were consistently the target of public speculation and
disinformation campaigns in 2020. Policy reforms based on 2020 should not be
geared toward the least common denominator, nor toward unfounded claims of
fraud that have little to do with reality. That said, perception matters, and local
and state administrators should do what they can to insulate their elections
systems from rebuke and disinformation.
Requiring that absentee and mail ballots be received by the close of polls
may protect election officials from some of the false claims made about laterarriving ballots. However, that is not a realistic option for all states; many state
policymakers from across the political spectrum have ruled that absentee
ballots postmarked by Election Day and received within a set number of days
after are valid and should be counted in accordance with state law. The task
force does not endorse either a return by Election Day or a postmarked by Election
Day option as qualitatively better, although, there are clear implications for postElection Day timelines.
In states where voters are used to being able to mail their postmarked ballot
on Election Day, or in states with an absentee ballot request deadline close to
Election Day, states should focus on simplifying and codifying ballot return
deadlines. Clarifying deadlines in state statute reduces voter confusion and
mistrust in the process.
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 9
States should expand the options for the return of vote-by-mail
ballots to include secure drop boxes.

While mail voting rates may not remain as high as they were in 2020, we
expect that rates of mail voting will be substantially higher than in 2016 for the
foreseeable future. The pandemic-related challenges experienced by the U.S.
Postal Service in 2020 are also likely to continue for a considerable time. Drop
boxes and other return options for mail ballots can provide added convenience
and better security than ballots returned by mail, without the added concern of
ballot receipt deadlines—but they are not a cost-free option.
Ballot drop boxes were not new in 2020, but they exploded into the national
consciousness in an unprecedented way during the pandemic. To ensure the
security of drop boxes, states should follow established best practices when
placing, maintaining, and operating drop boxes. For example, Colorado requires
that drop boxes have 24-hour lighting and camera surveillance, as well as
established pickup times and procedures involving two-person pickup teams
with proper identification.
Drop boxes may provide long-term cost savings, but states should help local
jurisdictions offset the high upfront and ongoing maintenance and security
costs associated with them. Some jurisdictions may opt for lower-cost options,
such as having drop boxes inside secure locations like elections offices or in
elections offices’ parking lot. Such alternatives offer a more feasible means of
expanding ballot return options when resources or political support are sparse.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 1 0
Voters should have the option of voting early and in-person for
a period of at least seven days in advance of a federal election.
States should provide a balance of early, mail, and Election Day
voting options that are informed by voter behavior.

In 2020, administrators successfully encouraged voters to vote prior to Election
Day in large numbers. This outcome was achieved as a result of policy changes
and herculean communication efforts. Had that not happened, Election Day
lines would have been overwhelming. Lines have been a persistent problem in
recent decades, but not as much in 2020, when social distancing could have
exacerbated the negative effects. We must avoid backsliding toward policies
that push voters primarily to Election Day voting, especially as limited Election
Day resources mean that polling places are easily overwhelmed.
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In January 2020, the task force recommended that states provide at least seven
days of early in-person voting. While seven days should be the minimum across
all states, states should also have reasonable flexibility to balance different
modes of voting in ways that work best for their voters.
Our goal is not to create one single voting regime that is the same in all 50
states. Rather, states should tailor this recommendation to meet the needs
of their constituents. States with extremely low rates of absentee voting, and
more specifically those that require an excuse to vote absentee, should offer
additional days and locations for in-person early voting. Alternatively, states
with extremely high rates of absentee or mail voting may not need as many
in-person early voting sites during the weeks ahead of the election. States
and local jurisdictions cannot be expected to do more of everything without
commensurate resources.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 1 1
States should codify a detailed certification timeline that
includes all fundamental requirements and deadlines while
thoughtfully balancing the amount of time devoted to state
versus local responsibilities. County certification deadlines
should be set no earlier than 14 days after a general election to
provide time to complete precertification tasks.

There needs to be a balance between post-Election Day administrative
timelines and public expectations for quick results. Long certification windows
after Election Day can open election officials up to more unsubstantiated
claims of fraud and abuse, but the process cannot be rushed if accuracy is the
ultimate goal.
Many states’ post-Election Day timelines are opaque, even to experts and more
sophisticated observers of the elections process. Some of that is due to vague
state laws that give ranges of time to complete tasks or fail to delineate between
state and local responsibilities. These timelines should be revised, clarified, and
communicated in ways that the public can easily digest, both in state code and
procedure manuals. Contextual transparency requires that states do more to
explain what processes are taking place by adding the necessary information
for the public to understand what to expect and when.
In addition to lacking contextual transparency, certification timelines in some
states allocate a disproportionate amount of time to state versus local tasks, the
latter of which tend to be more extensive and time-consuming. When crafting
their timelines, states should carefully consider what needs to be done, and how
long election officials need to complete it. BPC will soon be releasing a white
paper further exploring best practices for state and local certification timelines.
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N 1 2
Threats against election officials and all permanent and
temporary elections staff should be taken seriously by
policymakers and law enforcement. These offenses should
be punishable by penalties equivalent to those assessed for
threats against other public employees carrying out their
official duties.

Election officials have increasingly become the target of threats of violence
when carrying out their responsibilities. BPC’s Task Force on Elections predicts
that this new feature of election administration will exacerbate already
existing concerns about maintaining a strong workforce and recruiting the
next generation of election administrators.
Election administrators almost uniquely define themselves as “thick-skinned.”
They are not seeking to bar any American’s speech that is protected by the First
Amendment. However, many election administrators were forced into hiding
for their own security in 2020. This warrants a strong response.
First, states should grant election officials the option to redact from public
records information about their personal residence. Such exemptions from
public records already exist for other public officials, especially members of the
judiciary and law enforcement. No public official should ever have to deal with
angry mobs outside their homes for carrying out their legal responsibilities.
Second, state and local policymakers—in coordination with federal officials
and bolstered by federal funding—and law enforcement must take these
threats seriously. No one should ever feel unsafe solely because they are
working at an election office. We do not expect the passion around election
outcomes to ebb in the short term. The task force understands that, to date,
election funding has been limited. However, we believe a portion of these
limited resources, and future increases, must go toward the physical security of
election personnel.
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Conclusion
The 2020 election saw high voter interest amid a global pandemic that
necessitated massive and immediate changes to the election ecosystem.
Some policymakers are now debating the highest profile election policy
changes—restricting or expanding vote by mail and early voting, changing
voter registration, altering funding structures, and more—based on how they
perceive different policies may benefit voters of their parties. However, the
election process transcends politics and demands reforms that are in the best
interest of all Americans, regardless of party. State legislators must continue
their leadership on voting reforms and implement bipartisan changes to
improve the voting experience and enhance the security of the process that can
be implemented within current resource constraints.
The package of recommendations that BPC’s Task Force on Elections offers
is not the last word on implementable, bipartisan election reform, but these
recommendations would improve multiple, vital aspects of the election
ecosystem. As the field of election administration continues to unpack the
lessons learned during the 2020 election, states legislators should stay abreast
of what novel reforms will best serve the voters in their state. The Bipartisan
Policy Task Force on Elections will continue to evolve and improve these
recommendations in the months and years ahead.
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Appendix A: Definitions
The decentralized nature of elections in the United States has created an
extensive dictionary of election-related terminology, often with overlapping
or contradicting definitions. The lack of clear terminology exacerbated voter
confusion and misinformation as election officials, public figures, and the
media rushed to educate voters about rapidly shifting voting options during the
pandemic. To mitigate this confusion, we use the following definitions of the
fundamental voting options in this report:
• Absentee Voting refers to voting systems in which a voter must first request
a ballot and then, if eligible, is sent their ballot via mail or email.
• Vote-by-mail is the process of sending every registered voter a ballot
without a request.
• Early voting refers to voting in-person in a polling-place-like venue with the
same method voters would experience on Election Day. No ballot envelopes
are required during early voting.
• In-person absentee voting refers to when election administrators provide
absentee ballots in-person at the point of service. Voters fill out their
absentee ballot at a ballot marking station and then their submitted ballots
are processed in the same way as absentee ballots received by mail, in drop
boxes, or by delivery to the election official.
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